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Cricket –
A Sport For All
Together we want to grow sustainable inclusive
participation at all centres, clubs and associations that
meet the needs of Australia’s diverse communities. It is
the responsibility of all of us to ensure that participants
in our great game experience a safe and inclusive
environment that celebrates diversity. Cricket Australia
and your State Association are always ready to assist
your centre, club or association on this journey if you
require. We’ve created a number of resources to assist
located on this website cricketaustralia.com.au/
about/diversity-and-inclusion/a-sport-for-all.

Assistance
If you require any assistance or tips on integrating kids
from diverse backgrounds, including kids with a disability
in your Cricket Blast program, please contact our Cricket
Blast Helpdesk on the below details:

Email – cricketblast@cricket.com.au

The Woolworths Cricket Blast program has been
designed to cater for players of ALL abilities. As a Blast
Coordinator and deliverer it’s your job to get creative
and look at how you can deliver the best experience
for the individual regardless of ability. In each of
the activities in this handbook you will see levels of
progression in the ‘Change it Up’ section. Use these as
a starting point to increase or decrease the difficulty of
the activities. Remember no program is one-size fits all,
so customise and modify to ensure all Master Blasters
can be involved.

Phone – 1800 CRICKET (274 2538)

The Spirit
of Cricket

IN WOOLWORTHS CRICKET BLAST THIS MEANS
MASTER BLASTERS DO THE FOLLOWING
yy Respect yourself
I always give maximum effort during games
and activities.
yy Respect your teammates
I am a helpful, supportive and respectful team mate.

Australians are justifiably proud of the place
cricket has in their daily lives. However, what is equally
important to all of us involved in this great game is
the way that it is played and the manner in which all
participants conduct themselves. The Spirit of Cricket
involves respect for:

yy Respect diversity and inclusion
I include and work well with everyone involved.
yy Respect the game and its volunteers
I respect the game, its officials and the
volunteers who help.

yy your teammates.
yy your opponents.
yy the role of the coordinator/coach/
umpire/volunteers.
yy the game’s traditional values.
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Woolworths Cricket
Blast Purpose
Cricket Blast is the first step in the
Australian Junior Cricket Pathway.

Assistance

This program has been designed based on research,
testing and feedback from the community and gives
kids their first experience of playing games of cricket
in a fun and social setting. Master Blasters is great for
kids who can bowl with a straight arm over 14 metres
and prepares players for Stage 1 Junior Formats.

For any assistance regarding administration or answering
general questions please contact our Cricket Blast
Helpdesk on the details below.

This program is fun, safe, easy to deliver and
encourages parent and volunteer participation in an
inclusive environment.

Phone – 1800 CRICKET (274 2538)

BIG BASH
INSPIRED

Learn
through
play

Email – cricketblast@cricket.com.au

Always
active
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Skill
development

Time with
family

The Australian Junior
INDOOR Cricket Pathway
A key principle of the Australian Cricket Pathway
is to encourage players to participate at the
stage that is appropriate to their ability level,
therefore the ages outlined are indicative only,
and could vary for girls and boys based on
previous experience.

The Junior INDOOR Cricket
Pathway provides a path from
Woolworths Cricket Blast
all the way to Australian
and Big Bash Teams.

Woolworths Cricket Blast is the first step on
the pathway, and is made up of two levels:
Junior Blasters is for kids new to cricket, or still
developing the fundamentals and Master Blasters
is for kids that have mastered the basics and can
bowl with a straight arm over 14 metres.

The Junior Indoor Cricket Pathway includes a
staged approach to help kids develop the required
skills in a fun and action packed way. The stages
have been developed based on research, testing
and community feedback and are considerate
of the physical, mental and emotional
development of kids.

JUNIOR
INDOOR
CRICKET
JUNIOR
INDOOR
CRICKET

1

LEARN THE SKILLS

MASTER BLASTERS
INDOOR

16m

50-75m

LEARN THE GAME

12-16
50-75m

6-8

DURATION
12-16

BOYS/MIXED
COMPETITION

ALL GIRLS
COMPETITION

BOYS/MIXED
COMPETITION

ALL GIRLS
COMPETITION

50-75m

BOYS/MIXED
COMPETITION

ALL GIRLS
COMPETITION

U18

AGE IS USED AS A GUIDE ONLY

REPRESENTATIVE LEVEL
AGE IS USED AS A GUIDE ONLY

QUALIFYING SKILL

8
20.1m

Bowl with a
straight arm over 14m

FUN, GAME-BASED
ACTIVITIES

12-16

AGE IS USED AS A GUIDE ONLY

75-90m

Introduction to Cricket

20.1m

18m
12-16

PLAYERS

6-8

6-8

6-8
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PLAYING AND COMPETING

PLAYING AND COMPETING

PLAYING THE GAME

JUNIOR BLASTERS
INDOOR

2

JUNIOR
INDOOR
CRICKET

12-16

MULTIPLE GAMES
ACROSS COURTS

50-75m
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Using Program
Resources
RESOURCES
There are a number of resources that have been created to make delivering
and coordinating Blast sessions easy and fun!
yy Woolworths Cricket Blast – Master Blasters Coordinator Handbook.
yy Woolworths Cricket Blast Coordinator Online Training.
yy Woolworths Cricket Blast App.

Woolworths Cricket Blast- Master
Blasters Coordinator Handbook:

Woolworths Cricket Blast App:
The Woolworths Cricket Blast App is designed to
support you in delivering the Woolworths Cricket Blast
program, with everything you need at the click of a
button, including activity and safety videos, session
plans and more!

This Handbook contains everything you need to deliver
a great Master Blasters program. In it you’ll find the
instructions guiding the format of a Maser Blasters
session, rules to run Blast Games, Skills Zone activities
to use in your warm ups, and scoresheets. Remember,
Master Blasters is about learning and fun, not about
winning, so scoring should be secondary.

Go to the app store to download it now!

Woolworths Cricket Blast
Online Training:
The Woolworths Cricket Blast Online Training consists
of four interactive modules that have been designed to
equip you with important information, strategies and
resources to help you create a fun, safe and inclusive
environment. It will also give you some handy tips that
will enable you to create a positive cricket experience
and one that allows Master Blasters to enjoy the game,
develop new skills, meet new friends and have some
success along the way.
To access Woolworths Cricket Blast Online Training,
simply log on community.cricket.com.au/coach and
work your way through each module.
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Blast Crew
The Blast Crew are parents
and volunteers who support
facilitating the Woolworths
Cricket Blast program.

Blast Coordinator
1 per Master Blasters program
A Blast Coordinator is an organisational whizz! They manage
the program administration and liaise with the associated
centres, clubs, schools or community groups. The Blast
Coordinator is also responsible for organising Blast Coaches
and Blast Teams in an intra club or school program.

Parent and volunteer participation is critical in
Master Blasters to manage Blast Teams and Games,
including umpiring and scoring, and run the Skills
Zone. Overall, parent and volunteer participation will
facilitate a smooth functioning program, and kids love
playing with parents and volunteers who are involved
and cheering them on.

Blast Coordinators are responsible for communicating the
program information, fixtures and coordinating session
setup and equipment.

There are 3 distinct roles in the Blast Crew: Blast
Coordinator, Blast Coaches and Blast Helpers.

It is recommended that Blast Coaches deliver the Skills Zone
in their individual teams on their court.
The Skills Zone may also be facilitated by Blast Coordinators
in smaller programs of around 30 Master Blasters or less.

BLAST COACHES
1 per Blast Team
Manage their Blast Team and facilitate their Blast Games.
Blast Coaches may umpire and score games, or organise
an Umpire or Scorer from their Blast Helpers. It may be
easiest if the Umpire also scores as it assists to manage the
game.
Facilitate the Skills Zone warm up activity, at the beginning
of each session.
Assist ground setup and Blast Coordinators.

Blast helpers
As many as possible
All other parents and volunteers that are not able to help
as Blast Captains or Coaches but are still happy to assist
with the program, on or off the field.
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Format & Rules
Master Blasters Format
Players

Session Time

Master Blaster Rules
BOWLING & FIELDING

8 per team
(or 6 a side if less numbers)

yy After each over, the fielding team rotates in a circular
formation to ensure an equal turn in each position.

75 - 90 minutes

yy “No balls” and “wides” are not re-bowled. A no ball or
wide is deemed to be any ball that is dangerous, above
waist high on the full or bounces above shoulder height,
or cannot be hit because it is too wide or bounced too
many times/rolling. Following a no ball or a wide, the
batter receives a “free hit” from the tee (see Ground
Setup). The batter must hit a free hit forward.

yy Skills Zone: 30 minutes
yy Blast Game: 45 - 60 minutes
Blast Game Length 16 overs per team/innings
Batting

4 overs per pair

Bowling

All overs are bowled from the
same end

Court Size

One court per match. Multiple
courts can be used to conduct
games side by side

Pitch Length

yy If the bowling/fielding team takes a wicket they receive
5 bonus runs per wicket.
yy Each bowler will bowl 2 over each

BATTING
yy Batters can score runs by hitting the nets in
designated zones.

14m (may adjust due to skill level)

yy Players bat in pairs for 4 overs.
yy Batters swap ends when dismissed and at end of
the over.
yy Batters swap ends if a batter faces 3 balls in a row.
yy Umpire’s should use discretion to swap batters to
ensure each batter faces approximately 12 balls each.
yy No LBW.
yy Batters waiting to bat can participate in skill zones
activities in the designated ‘Blast Zone’.

SCORING
Zone

Score

Side Net

2 + Runs

Boundary (along the ground)

4 + Runs

Boundary (in the air)

6 + Runs

Boundaries scored in the ‘Double Zone’ will be worth twice
the amount of runs.
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Ground & Session
Setups
Game 1 (Court 1)

Game 2 (Court 2)

Free hit tees
Side Net (Front Court)
Side Net (Back Court)

DOUBLE ZONE
BOUNDARY

DOUBLE ZONE
BOUNDARY

SKILLS ZONE

SKILLS ZONE

Back Net

Back Net

*Blast Coordinators to umpire and score the match on court to assist with the running of the game
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Skills Zone
yy Should you want to add in some additional
skill development activities please refer to the
Woolworths Cricket Blast app which has activities
to develop batting, fielding, fundamental movement
skills, as well as additional bowling activities, all
of which are important skills for a well rounded
cricketer to develop.

yy The Skills Zone is important to prepare Master
Blasters physically and mentally for the session
and further skill progression. It is advised that 30
minutes of the 90 minute Master Blasters session is
spent working on developing Master Blasters skills
through the Skills Zone.
yy Skills Zone activities require minimal setup and just
one extra ball in addition to the equipment of their
Blast Game.

yy To challenge more developed Master Blasters check
out the activities found on the CA Coach App.
Junior Cricket - Stage 1 activities will prepare
advanced Master Blasters for the next step on the
Junior Cricket Pathway.

yy The prescribed Skills Zone activities provided
have a bowling focus, as bowling is a particularly
important, yet difficult skill to master. One outcome
of Master Blasters is to prepare players for the next
step on the Junior Cricket Pathway, Junior Cricket –
Stage 1 which requires players to bowl over 16m with
a straight arm.

yy Through simple modifications, in the “Change it Up”
section of these activity cards, Blast Coordinators
and Coaches can modify Skills Zone activities to
increase or decrease the challenge and create a
learning environment where everyone is growing.
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Skills zone
Activities
10

Sessions 1 & 2:

Target
Take down

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 - Distance

Equipment

Fielding & Bowling

1 ball per pair, targets (any equipment)

Instructions
yy

Master Blasters form pairs and stand on opposite sides of ropes 10m apart.

yy

Pairs create their own targets with whatever equipment is available.

yy

Pairs deliver the ball back and forth at their target.

yy

Master Blasters score 10 points every time the target is hit or create your
own scoring challenges.

yy

Begin with underarm throws then progress to overarm throwing and
then bowling.

Coaching
yy

When bowling, release the ball at the highest point of the delivery with a
straight elbow.

yy

Momentum should be directed towards the target.

Ask the Kids
yy

How can you generate momentum towards the target?

yy

See how far partners can separate.

level 2 - Run in and Bowl
yy

Encourage Master Blasters to experiment with
their run up, prior to releasing the ball.

yy

Don’t over complicate it – keep it simple!

level 3 - Try A New Target
yy

This is a great opportunity to provide instruction on the difference
between throwing (bent arm) and bowling (straight arm) as you
move between skills.

Why do you need to generate momentum towards the target?

Every time the target is hit, the Master Blaster
steps away from the target.

This will assist to challenge
both advanced and less skilled
Master Blasters.

skill Focus

yy

yy

Blast Crew
Pair Blast Crew with Master Blasters.

10m
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Vary the challenge by rotating pairs to another
pairs target, or challenge Master Blasters to
build a more difficult target.

Sessions 3 & 4:

Fielding
Fanatics

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 - races
yy

Race to complete 20 catches or see how many
catches you can complete in 30 seconds.

yy

Race to see who can wrap the ball around
their head, waist, knees, ankles the quickest.

level 2 - Distance
skill Focus

Equipment

Fielding

1 ball per pair

yy

If you take a catch, step away from your
partner. If you drop a catch, step closer. See
how far you can separate.

level 3 - Challenge Catching
Instructions

yy

Throw the ball in the air to yourself clap/spin/
jump/touch the ground before catching.

yy

Each pair has a ball. If available, provide each Master Blaster with their
own ball.

yy

Throw the ball under 1 leg and catch it.

yy

Create fun ball handling and catching challenges. Use the examples or
come up with your own.

yy

Throw the ball in the air, let it bounce
and catch.

yy

Ball Handling: The Blast Coach calls out and demonstrates a ball handling
challenge and Master Blasters copy. Keep it fast, fun and provide skill
variations to challenge different abilities.

yy

Hold the ball in 1 hand and the other hand
underneath ready to catch. Drop the ball
and catch.

»»

Wrap the ball around your head/waist/knees/ankles.

yy

Try catching with 1 hand and alternate hands.

»»

Race up and down the body.

»»

Figure 8s between knees.

yy

level 4 - Catching Crossfire

Catching: Pairs stand 3-5m apart and underarm balls back and forth
taking turns throwing and catching:
»»

Catch with 1 hand and alternate hands.

»»

Clap between catching the ball.

»»

Introduce a second ball. Underarm your ball while simultaneously
catching your partner’s ball.

Coaching
yy

Watch and track the ball all the way into your hands.

yy

Listen to the instruction being given and respond accordingly.

Ask the Kids
yy

Which challenge was the easiest or hardest and why?

yy

What are 3 things you need to remember when catching?

Blast Crew
Pair Blast Crew with Master Blasters.
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yy

6 Blasters stand in a 5m wide circle facing
their partner.

yy

Pairs continually underarm the ball to each
other aiming for the ball to bounce off other
moving balls.

Sessions 5 & 6:

Cricket
Crossfire

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 - Target Challenge
yy

Place 2 stumps together to create a larger
target or position the stumps to accommodate
less skilled Master Blasters or to challenge
advanced Master Blasters.

level 2 - Knock Down the Castle
skill focus

Equipment

Fielding & Bowling

1 ball per pair, 1 set of stumps per group

yy

Encourage Master Blasters to get creative with
any equipment they like to build an exciting
target, ‘castle’, in the middle of the circle.

yy

Following the Blast Coach’s skill instruction,
Master Blasters try to beat the clock to knock
down the castle.

Instructions
yy

Pair Master Blasters with 1 ball per pair.

yy

Master Blasters stand opposite each other approximately 10m away.

yy

Stumps are placed in the middle as a target.

yy

Deliver the ball back and forth aiming at the stumps.

yy

Begin with underarm throws then progress to overarm and then bowling.

Only adults may enter the
‘safety zone’ to collect balls.

This is a great opportunity to provide instruction on the difference
between throwing (bent arm) and bowling (straight arm) as you
move between skills.
yy

Master Blasters score 10 points every time they hit the stumps or create
your own scoring challenges.

Coaching
yy

When bowling, release the ball at the highest point of the delivery with a
straight elbow.

yy

Momentum should be directed towards the target when throwing and
bowling.

Ask the Kids
yy

How can you improve your accuracy when throwing/bowling?

yy

What activities could you do at home to help your bowling?

Blast Crew
Pair Blast Crew with Master Blasters.

Safe Zone

5m

5m

Safe Zone
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Sessions 7 & 8:

Golden
Ducks

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 - Double it up
yy

skill Focus

Equipment

Bowling

1 ball for each bowler, 1 set of stumps, 1 bat, and cones

Introduce a second runner so that there is
a runner at either end of the pitch. Practice
calling while running between the wickets
(yes/no/wait) and turning different ways
(left/right). Try alternating the hand that the
bat is carried in.

Place a cone or rope well
back from the stumps to
manage the teams and
ensure no collisions with
runners or bowlers.

Instructions
yy

2 teams. 1 team are bowlers and the other are runners.

yy

2 pitches of 14m are set up in parallel to each other.

yy

Set up a “crease” line which bowlers must bowl behind, and runners must
run until.

yy

On the Blast Coach’s call the activity begins.

yy

On the first pitch bowlers take turns to bowl at the stumps continuously.

yy

On the second pitch runners run between wickets holding the bat.

yy

When the bowling team hit the stumps, they call out ‘HOWZAT!’ and the
runner stops running.

yy

The runner attempts to complete as many runs as they can before the
bowling team hits the stumps.

yy

Swap roles when all Master Blasters have had a go at running between
the wickets.

yy

Select 1 player from the running team as the ‘golden duck’, their runs are
worth double.

Coaching
yy

When bowling, release the ball at the highest point of the
delivery with a straight elbow.

yy

When running between the wickets, experiment with
different ways of turning.

Ask the Kids
yy

Why is communication important when running
between wickets?

yy

How can you turn more efficiently?

Crease Line

Blast Crew
14m

Some Blast Crew members can act as wicket
keepers on the bowling pitch.

Crease Line

14

Additional
Activities
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Teamwork
Test

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 - Vary the Goals

skill Focus

Equipment

Fielding

1 ball, cones

yy

Create an easier scoring method such as
passing the ball to a goalie (parent) in the
end zone.

yy

Create a more difficult scoring method such
as throwing the ball at stumps in the middle of
the end zone.

level 2 - Keepies Off

Instructions
yy

Divide your group in 2.

yy

Master Blasters pass the ball to their team mates as they move up the field
to score by throwing the ball through the goals.

yy

Master Blasters on the defensive team try to intercept the ball.

yy

Master Blasters must not run with the ball.

yy

Master Blasters must keep clear of the ‘end zone’ in front of the goals.

yy

Vary the style of passing between underarm throws, overarm, rolling along
the ground, or bounce passes.

yy

No goals, instead use the existing boundaries
to play ‘keepies off’ against the Blast Crew.

yy

You may introduce multiple balls and vary the
method of passing.

The ball must be thrown
below shoulder height.

Coaching Points
yy

Create space and communicate with your team mates.

yy

Keep your head up and eyes on the ball at all times.

Ask the Kids
yy

Why is teamwork important in cricket?

yy

Why do you need to keep your head up?

Blast Crew
Members of the Blast Crew may stand in the end zone and a goal is scored by
passing to them. Play Blast Crew versus Master Blasters.

Goal

End Zone

End Zone

10m

10m
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Goal

Risky
Run Outs

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 - Field a Moving Ball
yy

Instead of fielding a stationary ball, the wicket
keeper rolls the ball to a similar area where the
stationary ball was positioned and the fielder
fields and throws to the wicket keeper.

Level 2 - Runner Makes Decision
Activity Focus

Equipment

Fielding

1 ball, 2 stumps, 1 bat, cones

yy

The wicket keeper rolls the ball further and in a
different direction each time.

yy

The fielder fields the ball and throws to the
wicket keeper.

yy

Runners must decide when it is safe to complete
runs, rather than automatically attempting to
complete 2 runs (up and back), and complete as
many runs as they can. They score as many runs
as they have completed.

yy

If the runner is not safe in their crease when the
ball is returned to the wicket keeper, they are out
and receive no runs. The fielder receives 2 runs.

Instructions
yy

2 teams. 1 team is running between the wickets and 1 team is fielding.

yy

2 pitches of 14m are set up parallel to each other.

yy

On the Blast Coach’s call, the runner sets off to complete 2 runs
(up and back).

yy

Simultaneously, the fielder runs to field the ball and throw it to the wicket
keeper (Blast Crew member) at the stumps.

yy

If the runner beats the ball they score 2 runs. If the ball beats the runner,
they are out. The fielder receives 2 runs.

yy

After all players have had a turn, teams swap roles.

yy

To make the game more challenging for fielders, challenge throwers to
make a ‘direct hit’, with no wicket keeper. A Blast Crew member will still be
required a distance behind the stumps to collect the balls.

Coaching
yy

Run in a straight line – it’s quicker!

yy

When fielding, release the ball as quickly as you can
back to the keeper/stumps.

Ask the Kids
yy

Why is a quick release important when fielding?

yy

What are 3 important things to remember when
running between the wickets?

Blast Crew
You will need at least 2 Blast Crew members.
1 to wicket keep and 1 to assist returning the
fielding ball to the cone.

4m

Place a safety cone well back
from the stumps to manage the
teams and ensure no collisions.

14m
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level 3 - Linking Play
yy

The entire fielding team are in play.

yy

Fielders must pass the ball an amount of times
(2, 3 or 4 times) between team mates, prior to
returning the ball to the wicket keeper to run out
the runner.

yy

Remember to communicate with your
team mates!

Appendix
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Child Safety & Working
With Children Check
Australian Cricket recognises the
important role that Children and Young
People play within our sport and the
special care and attention that they need
in order to feel safe.

Children and young people who participate
in cricket should:
Feel safe

Be happy

Be safe

Be included

Have fun

Australian Cricket’s Framework for Safeguarding
Children and Young People assists Australian Cricket
to deliver a child safe environment across our sport.
This is achieved by supporting children and young
people, and their parents and guardians to understand
the support available to them. In addition the
framework helps Australian Cricket and each of our
affiliated associations, clubs and centres strive to be
child safe organisations.

Working With Children Checks, general background
checks and screening of personnel is one part of a
well rounded child safety framework which includes
adoption of Australian Cricket’s ‘Looking After Our Kids’
Code of Behaviour.

Cricket Australia requires that all Woolworths Cricket
Blast centres have in place the following policies and
procedures to ensure the safeguarding of children and
young people:

Your Woolworths Cricket Blast centre must conduct
screening and background checks in line with
Australian Cricket’s Policy for Safegaurding Children
and Young People.

yy Australian Cricket’s Policy for Safeguarding
Children and Young People.

The State and Territory laws require Working With
Children Checks (WWCCs) to be obtained in relation to
persons employed or volunteering in child related work.

yy Endorsed Australian Cricket’s ‘Looking After Our
Kids’ Code of Behaviour.

Australian Cricket acknowledges that in some
jurisdictions, parents, guardians and some specific
volunteers may be exempt from these requirements,
however as part of our commitment to safeguarding
children and young people, Australian Cricket
requires that:

yy Endorsed Australian Cricket’s commitment to
Safeguarding Children and Young People.
These documents and further information on how to
implement these policies and procedures can be found
at: cricketaustralia.com.au.

yy in all States and Territories (excluding Western
Australia and South Australia), all parents,
guardians and other volunteers who hold a
specified role within an association or club obtain a
WWCC regardless of any exemption; and
yy due to legislative limitations in Western Australia,
and costs associated with obtaining a volunteer
Working With Children Check in South Australia,
some parents, guardians, and other volunteers
who hold a specific role within an association or
club may be exempt from obtaining a WWCC
and are to obtain a Volunteer Police Check at the
commencement of each cricket season.
In the event there is a discrepancy between screening
and background check requirements and State or
Territory laws, the State or Territory law will prevail if
the law has a higher level of WWCC requirement.
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Australian Cricket –
Looking After Our Kids
Responding to incidents,
disclosures and suspicions of
child abuse
Everyone within our sport plays a role in
protecting children and young people.
In the event of an incident, disclosure,
complaint, allegation or suspicion of child
abuse, follow these important steps –
further information can be found
in Australian Cricket’s Policy for
Safeguarding Children and Young People.

SEE SOMETHING
SAY SOMETHING
Child reports, you observe, suspect or are informed of an incident of child abuse.

1

2

If a child is in immediate
danger, risk of harm
or for emergencies,
contact Triple – 0.

3

2

2

Report to your
State Department
(details in the
appendix on page 26)
and local Police as
soon as possible.

Report to the nominated Child
Safety Officer or Member
Protection Information Officer
within the club, or centre and
ensure your State Cricket
Association
is advised.

The Department and Police will provide further advice on next steps.
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Safety First
CHANGE IT UP

DUTY OF CARE

yy Modify games as required to decrease any safety
risk and cater to all ability levels.
yy Through simple activity and game modification
Blast Coordinators can create a learning
environment where everyone can play.

CRICKET BLAST COORDINATORS
HAVE A DUTY OF CARE TO PROVIDE A
SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR ALL THOSE
PARTCIPATING, AND OBSERVING
WOOLWORTHS CRICKET BLAST.

yy Each Game Card has a ‘Change it Up’ section with
some ideas to help Coordinators modify activities
to become easier or more challenging and ensure
progression for Master Blasters.
yy Be creative to come up with inclusive solutions to
adjust activities to cater to all abilities.

THE FOLLOWING TIPS CAN HELP YOU TO
PROVIDE A SAFE ENVIRONMENT.

Injuries, first aid and
emergency procedures
yy Evaluate Master Blasters for injury or incapacitation.
If a Master Blaster says they are injured or look
injured, assess the injury in accordance with the
procedures described in this handbook.

yy Check the facilities, remove any hazards and report
any maintenance requirements to the club or centre
contact.

yy If you are not confident the child is able to continue
due to injury then contact their parent or guardian
and don’t have them rejoin the activity.

yy Plan and set up activities.

yy Cricket Australia advises all those involved with
delivering the Woolworths Cricket Blast program are
qualified in basic first aid, including all procedures
relating to children.

yy Set up Blast Games with enough room to ensure
participant safety.
yy Explain Blast Games and Skills Zone activities
including any safety tips.

yy In the event of an emergency a coordinator should
first call Triple-0 and contact the child’s parent or
guardian immediately.

yy Provide adequate and proper equipment.
yy Master Blasters equipment is recommended for kids
aged 7 – 10 years of age.
yy Care should be taken as equipment can cause
injury if misused.
yy Ensure all equipment is in good repair before use.
yy Prepare players and parents of the inherent risks.
yy It can help to run a pre-program session with
parents to explain the risks involved.
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Cricket Australia
Incident Report Form
Name and role of person
completing this form:

Name:

Signature:

X

This form can be completed and
submitted directly through the
Woolworths Cricket Blast App.
Download it today!
Alternatively please email this
completed form to cricketblast@cricket.com.au

Role:

Date:

Incident Details
Date and time of incident:

Date:

Time:

Location of incident:

Contact details of person/s
involved in the incident:

Description of incident:
(include details of any injuries
or damaged property)

Witnesses:
(include contact details)

Follow Up Action
Description of actions
to be taken:

For assistance please call our help desk on 1800 CRICKET (274 2538)
For all emergencies please call triple zero (000)
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Safety and
Injury Prevention
Rest Ice Compression Elevation Referral

RICER

How

Why

Rest

Place the athlete in a comfortable position,
preferably lying down. The injured part should be
immobilised and supported.

Activity will promote bleeding by
increasing blood flow.

The conventional methods are:

Ice reduces:

yy Crushed ice in a wet towel/plastic bag.

yy Swelling.

yy Immersion in icy water.

yy Pain.

yy Commercial cold packs wrapped in wet towel.

yy Muscle spasms.

yy Cold water from the tap is better than nothing.

yy Secondary damage to the
injured area.

Ice

Apply for 20 minutes every 2 hours
for the first 48 hours.
CAUTION:
yy Do not apply ice to skin as ice burns can occur.
yy Do not apply ice to people who are sensitive to
cold or have circulatory problems.
yy Children have a lower tolerance to ice.

Compression

Elevation

Apply a firm wide elastic bandage over a large
area covering in injured parts, as well as above and
below the injured part.

Compression:

Raise the injured area above the level of the heart
if possible.

Elevation:

yy Reduces bleeding and swelling.
yy Provides support for the
injured part.

yy Reduces bleeding and swelling.
yy Reduces Pain.

Referral

Refer to a suitable qualified professional such as a Doctor or Physiotherapist for a definitive
diagnosis and ongoing care. Early referral for a definitive diagnosis to ascertain the exact
nature of the injury and to gain expert advice on the rehabilitation program required.

Remember with injuries of this kind you should avoid the HARM factors.
Heat
Alcohol
Running
Massage

– Increases bleeding.
– Increases swelling.
– Or any other exercise too soon will make the injury worse.
– In the first 48 – 72 hours increases swelling and bleeding.

Source: Sport Australia
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DRSABCD Action Plan
DANGER

1

Ensure the area is safe for yourself, others and the patient.

RESPONSE

2

Check for a response – ask their name – squeeze their shoulders.

3

No Response

3

Response
Make comfortable.
Check for injuries.
Monitor response.

Send for help.

SEND FOR HELP

4

Call Triple Zero (000) for an ambulance or
ask another person to make the call.

AIRWAY

5

Open their mouth – if foreign material is present:
Place in the recovery position.
Clear the airway with fingers.
Open airways by tilting head with chin lift.

BREATHING

6

7

Check for breathing – look, listen and feel.

NOT Normal Breathing

7

Normal Breathing
Place in the recovery position.

Start CPR.

Monitor breathing.
Manage injuries.
Treat for shock.

CPR

8

Start CPR – 30 chest compressions: 2 breaths.
Continue CPR until help arrives or patient recovers.

DEFIBRILLATION

9

Apply defibrillator if available and follow voice prompts.
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Child Welfare State
Departments
SEE SOMETHING

SAY SOMETHING

Non-urgent
police assistance

Australian Capital Territory
ACT Police
www.afp.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Office for Children, Youth and Family Services
http://www.communityservices.act.gov.au/ocyfs/reporting-child-abuse-and-neglect
Phone: 1300 556 729

New South Wales
New South Wales Police
www.police.nsw.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Department of Family and Community Services
www.community.nsw.gov.au
Phone: 132 111

Northern Territory
Northern Territory Police
www.pfes.nt.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Department of Children and Families
www.childrenandfamilies.nt.gov.au
Phone: 1800 700 250

Queensland
Queensland Police
www.police.qld.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services
www.communities.qld.gov.au/childsafety
Phone: 1800 811 810

South Australia
South Australia Police
www.sapolice.sa.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Department for Education and Child Development
https://www.education.sa.gov.au/supporting-students/child-protection/reportingchild-abuse
Phone: 131 478

Tasmania
Tasmania Police
www.police.tas.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Department of Health and Human Services
www.dhhs.tas.gov.au/children
Phone: 1300 737 639

Victoria
Victoria Police
www.police.vic.gov.au
Phone: (03) 9247 6666

Department of Human Services
www.dhs.vic.gov.au
Phone: 131 278

Western Australia
Western Australia Police
www.police.wa.gov.au
Phone: 131 444

Department of Communities – Child Protection and Family Support
www.dcp.wa.gov.au
Phone: (08) 9222 2555 or 1800 622 258
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